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High-end sculptural multi-layered veneer wall panels



San Francisco–US

DOLORES PARK WEST

Shrouded behind a meticulously restored Victorian façade is a home unlike any other. Dolores Park West is the 
epitome of luxurious urban living, featuring an incredible array of architectural details and sumptuous designs, most 
notably our largest AMAZONAS wall yet, accompanying your ascent through this jewel box of a home.

Luxuriousurban living



PRIVATE APARTMENT

This private apartment, located in the outskirts of Budapest sports many high-end decorative elements, like our custom MONTANA panel corner, which this 
time isn’t only for show. Our MONTANA corner also houses an entire electrical room, which can be accessed by opening a secret hatch built in-between the  
panels. We’re very proud of our work here, as it not only provides a distinctive visual element, but also lets the house keep its minimalistic design by 
enclosing every electrical cable, switch and other functional parts, that would otherwise hurt the apartment’s aesthetics.

secret hatch in-between the panels

Budapest–Hungary



A leader in the hospitality world, MNKY HSE combines the very best of Latin American culinary experiences  
with its lavish and strikingly colourful style to transport guests into a other realm, where only fine cuisine and 
entertainment exists. Bolstering the experience, our VOLGA walls serve as the main background for each nights’ 
entertainment event, and with its unique MNKY logo, is an ever-staring presence for old and new guests alike.

LAVISH AND STRIKINGLY colourful style 

MNKY HSE

London–UK

Doha–Qatar



DONAUTICA RESTAURANT & HOTEL 

This luxurious getaway resort is a true manifestation of seclusion and serenity. A haven for anyone, in search of rest and relaxation. Wether you're 
outdoors on the private beach, or indoors mesmerized by the massive swirls of our BONDI wall, you never have to step away from these calming waves. 

Fadd–Hungary

Havenfor anyone



Budapest–Hungary

ACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT ROOM

This astonishing private residence is both a luxurious home and also a tribute to the owner’s artistic passions. The entertainment room, which is distin-
guished by an abundance of SHAMAL walls, offers guests a number of activities, like home theatre viewing or a spacious game of table tennis. A secret 
hatch in the panel-filled wall opens up to reveal a vintage vinyl record player. With multiple home automation solutions implemented, this residence is 
not only tasteful, but also fun! Something that many interiors miss the mark on. 

the owner’sartistic passions



This lobby area, while well-devised in its layout, function and accessibility options, was lacking 
any kind of colour or major aesthetic element. Our natural veneer ALASKA panels gave this 
space a much needed sense of character, much more fit for the rich cultured state of Tennessee. 
Looming over the grey lobby area in-parallel, these walls definitely became the centrepiece of 
this venue in-terms of decoration.

Tennessee–US

AMERICAN ADDICTION CENTERS HQ

of the venue CENTREPIECE



Located in one of Pristina’s largest malls, Albi, this wonderful little bistro awaits its guests with a wide 
variety of fine cuisine, bakery and cocktails. Having a keen understanding for drinks, and their clientele, 
Tantra Bistro provides a friendly and personal atmosphere, which is aided by our BURAN panels with their 
pillow-like convex design and warm American walnut colouration. If you’re ever in Pristina, don’t forget to 
take a breather in this quiet little lounge. You won’t regret it!

FRIENDLY PERSONALatmosphere
TANTRA BISTRO

pristina–kosovo



GROUPAMA VIP SKYBOX

One of europe’s most modern multi-functional venue, housing cultural, business and sports events of the highest caliber. The VIP skybox grants the 
perfect blend of excitement and tranquility through the roaring crowds and the comfort and calmness of this private lounge. Separated from the rest of 
the grandstand by a giant ALASKA wall, guests can truly enjoy the event, as if it were their own.

Budapest–Hungary

excitementand tranquility 



Our mission is to bring nature and its inimitable forms into interiors to create  
beautiful, experience in their home, in a hotel or office space. For a perfectly  
personalised interior we set no limits on our quest nor in custom sizes, shapes,  
veneer types or surface finishes.

Our collection was designed by ZSOLT KARAJZ, the creative mind behind MOKO 
Interior. Zsolt was born in 1968 in Hungary. He studied interior design at the 
Moholy-Nagy University of Arts (MOME) and graduated in 1993. Since then he has 
created numerous exclusive spaces for banks, luxury retail stores, chain stores,  
hotels, restaurants and other private individuals as well. While designing  
interiors with great zeal, he also fervently studies new materials and shapes in 
order to to make indoor spaces the most exciting possible.

After more than 20 years of experience, Zsolt launched his own brand onto the  
international marked in 2014. The unique MOKO Interior wooden panels are  
designed and manufactured with so much care and artistry that they are worthy, or 
more-so essential ingredients for even the most special of venues and spaces.

Briefly about the designer of Moko

Our mission

for the most special of spaces

essential 
ingredients



VILLA HARRAH 

two faces ofrenowned villa
Lake Tahoe– US

This historic villa was built in the 1963, spe-
cifically to entertain its owner’s, the famed 
casino magnate William Fist Harrah’s famed 
guests, like Frank Sinatra, or the Rat Pack, 
who came here to party and relax. The home 
recently went-through a complete renovation, 
which both paid homage to it’s origins, while 
blending it perfectly with modern-day designs 
and aesthetics and adding an abundance of  
activities, like billiard lounge, sports bar, salt 
cave, plunge pool and a cinema room. 





This jewel box luxury apartment with its incredible ceiling height and contrasting colours already had a strong presence of its own. That said, when we 
installed our ebony VOLGA panels at the end of the construction process, we could feel them click immediately with the interior. Not only providing a 
unique ‘face’ for the living room, but also matching perfectly with the other wooden elements. This project is very close to our heart, and we are deeply 
shaken by the past years’ horrors in Ukraine. We’d like to express our sympathies to anyone involved, and our standing with the brave souls of Ukraine.

UNIQUE ‘FACE’
for the living room

JEWEL–BOX APARTMENT
KIEV–UKRAINE



Split–Croatia

B O I LER ARTS & CUL TURE

Split’s newest nighttime sensation where the design itself already provides an experience, welcomes those 
looking for new adventures. Stepping through the giant sculptural entrance, you are greeted immediately 
by our AMAZONAS wall, setting the mood for every newcomer before entering the lavish and extraordi-
nary venue, which soon they’ll never want to leave again.

Split’s nighttimesensation



COME, TAKE A BREAK,
SOLINFO CAFÉ 
Budapest–Hungary

Neighbouring both the Budapest Synagogue, and a Tom Dixon showroom, Solinfó café 
blends the art world with culinary treats, like the famed Caffe Giamaica. Entering 
the café, you’ll find yourself face-to-face with our largest TUNGUSKA wall yet, 
which is a perfect design element for an artistic, but calming venue. Come, take a 
break, and enjoy the this intimate café within the very heart of Budapest. 

enjoy intimate café



This 45m2 double bedroom suite, 300 meters from the Spanish Steps, and on the 4th floor of a historic building with its uniquely decorated rooms, 
is a perfect getaway for anyone looking for a secluded and sensual retreat within Rome’s ever-beating heart. Our VOLGA wall serves as a  
glamorous backdrop for the all-gold main bedroom, where guests can enjoy Rome in style with the suite’s retractable ceiling bed, XL whirlpool tub and  
chromotherapy shower. 

 SENSUAL 
RETREAT
within Rome’s 
ever-beating heart

SPAGNA ROYAL GOLDEN SUITE
ROME–ITALY



This office in the heart of Budapest, which has won ‘office of the year’ in 2015, is a perfect blend 
of function and beauty. Operating as a lighting embassy, while also functioning as a 900 square 
meter showroom exhibiting artistic excellence from both global and local brands. There are a 
total of 3 giant MOKO walls within this venue, each providing a distinctive aesthetic to their 
surroundings, being perfect exhibits to display the effects of quality lighting.  

FUNCTION AND BEAUTYoffice of the year in 2015

LIGHTING DESIGN OFFICE

Budapest–Hungary



Our collaboration with Moovia was one of our favourite cooperative ventures. Our lead designer, Zsolt Karajz just finished designing the ‘Stockholm’ 
theater chair for Moovia, and after a successful joint participation on ISE Amsterdam 2015, we decided to make a collaborative photoshoot about all our 
products at the time, which included our BURAN, KALAHARI, MATRA, MONTANA, SHAMAL and TUNGUSKA 3D wall panels. These shots were 
not only a great opportunity to showcase our interior wall panels but also seeing how well they pair with other similarily high-end furnitures. Also, not 
only was it a pleasure to work together with the staff at Moovia, but it was also a treat to work with a company of such artistic excellence and design 
philosophy. 

ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE
and design philosophy

MOKO / MOOVIA COLLABORATION



PROJECT LUNE

somethingtranscendent

in progress

VOLGA, though our most popular motif, was 
never imagined in a kitchen prior to Lune. Giving 
endless inspiration with its infinite swirls 
and twists it elevates even the most gorgeous 
kitchens to something transcendent. Contrast-
ing the cold misty outdoors with its clean and 
well lit riverbanks, it is both the shelter and 
lifeblood of this venue of creation.



in progress

LUXURY VILLA PROJECT

Though inspired by the 1908 meteor airbursts’ craters near the Padkamen-
naya River, TUNGUSKA is a charmingly inviting presence even in a family 
residence. Even as distinctive as it is, it effortlessly establishes kinship with 
any other spherical motif occupying the same room, like lamps or mirrors. 
This room, divided into two parts by its escalation needed two distinct but 
harmonious elements to govern each part. A perfect role for TUNGUSKA. 
Radiating nothing but warmth and comfort, it is an ideal solution for wait-
ing rooms, living rooms, or spaces meant to invite.

charmingly inviting warm and comfort

yet intimacy spaceMONUMENTAL

This lobby / meeting venue is as monumental and serious as it can get with 
its gigantic pillars and all-concrete ceiling. And yet, see how much intimacy 
MATRA lends this space. The seemingly endless chamber with its humbling 
ceiling height suddenly becomes a safe haven. Like an enormous palm tree in 
the middle of an oasis, this MATRA wall both dominates and comforts its 
surroundings with its larger-than-life character and boldness.

in progress
MEETING VENUE PROJECT
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